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HOUSING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION — PERTH HOUSING AWARDS 

Statement by Minister for Housing 

MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee — Minister for Housing) [12.16 pm]: On 20 October, I had the pleasure of 
attending the Housing Industry Association’s Perth housing awards. The HIA Perth housing awards is one of the 
building industry’s most prestigious annual events, recognising excellence in the Western Australian housing 
construction sector. The building industry is a key driver of our economy, making a valuable contribution to jobs, 
investment and economic growth, even when other sectors are struggling. 

Keystart home loans once again sponsored the awards, demonstrating its commitment to an industry that plays 
such an important role in the development of communities and job creation. The state government’s Keystart 
scheme is designed to help reduce the financial barriers some Western Australians may encounter when looking 
to enter the property market. In fact, it makes up about 34 per cent of all first homeowners in this state. 
First homebuyers engaging a traditional lender will require a deposit of at least 20 per cent of the property to avoid 
paying lenders’ mortgage insurance. Through Keystart, first homebuyers require a deposit from as little as only 
two per cent of the purchase price. As Keystart does not charge lenders’ mortgage insurance, the total up-front 
costs are substantially lower than those of a traditional lender. An assessment of the up-front costs based on 
Keystart’s median first homebuyer purchase price of $387 000 reveals that Keystart’s up-front fees are 35 per cent 
less than that of a traditional lender. 

No state government does more to support first homebuyers and the residential building industry than the 
Western Australian government does through Keystart and the first homeowners grant. The WA government’s 
continued commitment to offering the grant is a critical source of funds for first home buyers in meeting the two 
per cent deposit requirements. Keystart is one of the main reasons Western Australia has the highest percentage of 
first home buyers in the nation. Without Keystart’s assistance, many of these households may not have been able 
to achieve home ownership. 

I would like to congratulate all award winners in the 74 different categories, in particular, the winner of the Perth 
home of the year, the Cassari Group for their phenomenal renovation project in Highgate. I would also like to take 
this opportunity to congratulate the outgoing president of the Housing Industry Association in WA, 
Adam Drake-Brockman, on his time at the helm of one of the key stakeholder groups in the building industry. 
Since becoming Minister for Housing, I have greatly appreciated his advocacy on behalf of his members. 
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